Partners
Bob Olson  - Rev. 2018
Music: Partners recorded by Roguery on CD “Impropriety Vol. IV” 3/4 32 bars x7
Recording: Partners x6, Roguery, Impropriety Vol. IV
Formation: Longways 3-Couple set or Longways triple minor, see Note.

A 1 - 8  Circle hands-6 to left once round, thus:
(1-2) 2 waltz steps, (3-4) 2 single steps, (5-6) 2 waltz steps, (7-8) 2 single steps
A 9 - 12 Partners R-shoulder gypsy once round
A 13 - 16 Partners R-shoulder back to back
B 1 - 4  1s cast to 3rd place while 2s & 3s L-hand turn once round moving up - into…
B 5 - 12 Circle hands-6 to right once round, thus:
(1-2) 2 waltz steps, (3-4) 2 single steps, (5-6) 2 waltz steps, (7-8) 2 single steps
B 13 - 16 Partners L-shoulder swirly siding.

Note: For longways triple minor change B 1-4.
B 1 - 4  1s come close, cast to 2nd place while 2s move up on 3 & 4 (2 side steps)

Count in beats (steps)
A  (24) Circle hands-6 to left once round, thus:
   2 waltz steps, 2 single steps, 2 waltz steps, 2 single steps
A  (12) Partners R-shoulder gypsy once round
A  (12) Partners R-shoulder back to back
B  (12) 1s cast to 3rd place while 2s & 3s L-hand turn once round moving up - into…
B  (24) Circle hands-6 to right once round, thus:
   2 waltz steps, 2 single steps, 2 waltz steps, 2 single steps
B  (12) Partners L-shoulder swirly siding.